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Abstract– One of the most important design parameters in extrusion process is the shape of die
profile. In the present research work, an optimum extrusion die profile has been obtained through
implementation of slab analysis in a computational algorithm. Moreover, extrusion process
through both optimum conical and curved die has been performed experimentally and also by
finite element method. It has been demonstrated that material work hardening characteristics and
friction condition have remarkable effects on the optimum streamlined die profile. Also, results
prove that the streamlined die profile designed based on the developed approach, is superior to the
conventional conical dies from both metallurgical and manufacturing perspectives. Consequently,
the proposed method can be regarded as an efficient and reliable tool for designing streamlined die
profiles. Hence, this technique can be used to produce desirable conditions in both process and
product quality in terms of extrusion force, deformation homogeneity and die wear.
Keywords– Extrusion, die profile, finite element analysis, slab method, strain distribution

1. INTRODUCTION
Economic requirements and development of new alloys have compelled the manufacturing industries to
modify their conventional manufacturing technology. The extrusion technology is not an exception to this
rule and needs essential changes. One of these changes is modification of the geometrical shape of
extrusion die profile. Die profile has a considerable effect on metal flow characteristics, final product
microstructure, productivity and die life.
Conventionally, the extrusion process is carried out using either flat face or conical dies. In these dies
the flowing material is subjected to abrupt changes in velocity and cross section. Hence, they suffer from
many drawbacks such as formation of dead metal zone, more redundant work and therefore need higher
capacity presses. However, it is possible to overcome these problems by using an optimal design.
Furthermore, the level of die wear can be minimized and therefore longer die life can be achieved. In the
past, due to the difficulty of manufacturing curved dies, conical dies were the preferred choice.
Nevertheless, nowadays with the advent of computer numerical control (CNC) machines, and hence, the
ease of manufacturing of complex die shapes, many researchers have become motivated to develop
various techniques to design curved die profiles for the forward rod extrusion process.
A breakthrough in the die design methodology occurred in the work of Richmond and Devenpeck
[1]. They designed ideal plane strain dies using slip-line theory under the assumption of no work
hardening material and frictionless die that produced no redundant strain. Their results triggered interest in
an investigation into introducing new die types for metal extrusion, and justification for research in
relation to extrusion die design. Srinivasan et al.[2] using slab method analysis proposed a controlled
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strain rate die with a streamlined shape which improved the extrusion process for materials with limited
workability. Then, Lu and Lo [3] used a refined slab method to account for friction and material property
changes in the deformation zone. Jooybari et al. [4] proposed a new combined slab method and upper
bound technique to obtain the deformation load in forward rod extrusion. Their analytical, numerical and
experimental results illustrate that the required load in the optimum curved die during the deformation is
significantly less than that in the optimum conical die.
Many researchers used finite element method (FEM) to obtain optimum die profile. Byon and Hwang
[5] applied a FEM-based optimal process design technique in both cold and hot extrusion to die profile
design in forward extrusion and found that strain hardening and heat transfer affect the optimal die profile
markedly. Lin et al. [6] have used a 12-interval cubic spline curve to design an optimized hot extrusion die
with FEM to minimize wear. They varied the die surface so as to obtain a uniform distribution of load.
Kim et al. [7] optimized die profile of axisymmetric extrusion of metal matrix composites using FEM in
order to obtain uniform strain rate profile.
Several attempts have been made to design die profile using upper bound theory. Gordon et al.[8-10]
used a new optimized velocity field to determine an adaptable die shape which minimized the extrusion
pressure. They found that their proposed die profile is superior to the streamlined die shape of Yang and
Han [11]. Ponalagusamy et al.[12] designed streamlined dies based on Bezier curves and polynomial
equations using upper bound method and compared them with each other. Bezier curve dies were found to
take lower extrusion pressure. Pahlavani and Ebrahimi [13] investigated three different die profiles for
tube extrusion by upper bound theory and FEM. They found that the cosine profile offers the best energy
wise efficiency while the CRHS profile is the best profile from the aspect of strain homogeneity.
In spite of numerous investigations conducted on the extrusion die design, very few attempts [5] have
been made to evaluate the effect of workpiece material properties on the optimum die profile, which is of
crucial importance in results accuracy. The aim of the present work is to introduce a simple and yet
reliable method in tool design in forward extrusion process by utilizing a computational algorithm. Wifi et
al. [14] and Noorany Azad et al. [15] have done such a work for hot extrusion of steel and cold extrusion
of aluminum respectively. They obtained a second order die profile curve which is not smooth enough.
However, in the current work, the governing differential equation, the used algorithm and the method of
quantitative assessment of redundant work are ameliorated and therefore a vastly superior die profile was
obtained. Indeed, the main merit of the proposed approach, apart from its simplicity, efficiency and
capability to deal with various processes and material variables, is shown by the fact that the effect of
material work hardening can be thoroughly reflected. Validity of the proposed approach was demonstrated
via conducting experiments and FE simulation on the extrusion of aluminum through the designed curved
die and conical die. In order to study the deformation homogeneity in extruded products Vickers
microhardness test was used. In addition, to evaluate the wear behavior of dies, Archard wear model was
employed.
2. DESIGN PROCEDURE OF OPTIMAL DIE PROFILE
a) Incremental slab method
In order to estimate the extrusion pressure in a curved die, incremental slab method presented by Wifi et
al. [14] was used. In this method, deformation zone is compartmentalized to a specified number of slabs,
each of which can be considered as a small conical die. By analyzing each slab individually, the required
pressure to extrude the billet through curved die can be obtained. In other words, slab method of analysis
is reformulated in an incremental form. The detailed analysis is presented further on. It is worth
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mentioning that in cold extrusion processes, temperature variation in workpiece is negligible and this
obviates the need for heat transfer analysis.
b) Extrusion pressure in each slab
Extrusion pressure equation in each slab can be derived by making a force balance on a differentially
thick “spherical” slab of material at deformation zone (Fig. 1). It should be mentioned that the curved
surfaces of this slab are geometrically spherical. Panteghini and Genna [16] have derived the average
drawing stress for wire drawing process by using this type of slab. In the present work by applying
appropriate boundary conditions for extrusion process, differential equation obtained from force balance
on this slab is solved and an equation for estimation of extrusion pressure in each slab is derived. Using
this type of slab for calculating extrusion pressure would eliminate the need to use simplified assumption,
which may lead to error accumulation in results. In the case of using “plane slab” originally developed by
Sachs [17], inevitably it is assumed that the created shear stress on the slab surface will not provide any
change in the principal stress directions [18]. It is crucial to realize that this assumption becomes
unrealistic and progressively worse in high semi-die angles and high friction coefficients.

Fig. 1. Schematic illustration of the spherical slab and stress field around it

To consider the effect of material work hardening in slab analysis, a linear work hardening relation is
used. Integrating this relation in solving the differential equation derived from the force balance would
then enable one to calculate the flow stress of material in any point and avoid the errors caused by taking a
constant or mean flow stress. Other mathematical expressions for the flow curve can result in considerable
mathematical complexity when they are used with the force balance equation and can be a hindrance
solving the equation analytically. It is worth noting that the assumption of linear work hardening in this
analysis is not far from reality, since in the situations of imposing rather large compressive strains,
material work hardening exhibits a linear behavior instead of having power-law variations [19, 20]. The
mentioned behavior is given by the following equation:

 y   0  h

(1)

where h and  0 denote slope and ordinate of the line which passes through the pseudo-linear part of true
stress-strain curve respectively.  is the current true strain and can be calculated in spherical coordinate
system as follows:

  2 ln

r0
r

(2)

in which r0 is the radial distance between die entrance and die apex and r is current radial distance of each
point in deformation zone from die apex. It should be noticed that r varies from r0 to rf (Fig. 1).
Summing all the corresponding component of forces in the x-direction (extrusion direction) over the
above-mentioned spherical slab results in
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where  is the semi-die angle,  is the current angle of each point in deformation zone which measures
from symmetrical axis,  is the coefficient of friction between die and workpiece,  r is the radial stress
and p is the pressure normal to the die. After some passages and simplifying, Eq. (3) becomes:

2 r dr  rd  r  2 pdr  2 p cot  dr  0

(4)

To solve Eq. (4), the relation between p and  r must be found and substituted. Considering von
Mises yield criterion and spherical symmetry in problem, one can write:

p   y  r

(5)

where  y is given by Eq. (1).
Combining Eqs. (4) and (5), and solving the resulted differential equation, one obtains:
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in which   2 (1   cot  ) and C is integral constant which is related to the boundary condition. Eq. (6)
expresses the extrusion pressure in each slab radially. Therefore, in order to represent it in a horizontal
manner, horizontal projection of radial stress on exit and entrance surfaces of die must be averaged as
follows:
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and similarly for entrance surface:
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By applying appropriate boundary condition at the die exit i.e.  r   rf at r  r f ,into Eq. (6) and
using Eq. (7), the radial extrusion pressure is obtained as:
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Similarly at the die inlet, applying boundary condition  r  rb at r  r0 into Eq. 9 and using Eq. (8)
one can finally obtain:
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(10)

where  xb is the extrusion pressure equation in each slab.
One of the extrusion die profiles that was designed in this research was done for commercially pure
aluminum (AA1050). Hence to determine the h and  0 constants for this material, compression tests were
carried out on a cylindrical sample with height to diameter ratio of 1.5 up to a strain value of 0.8. The
obtained true stress-strain curve from this compression test is shown in Fig. 2. To determine the equation
of the considered line, the linear regression of data with strains greater than 0.29 was used (Fig. 2). It is
noteworthy that the trendline fitted to    data has an R-square value equal to 0.993 that indicates the
validity of equation fitted to data.

Fig. 2.True stress-strain curve of AA1050 alloy

c) Redundant deformation
If the deformation was ideal, plane sections of material would remain plane after deformation, but in
practice, internal shear leads to distortion of plane sections during passing through deformation zone.
Therefore, the material experienced a strain beyond what would be expected from considerations of
homogenous deformation. Effect of this redundant work on the flow stress of material is analyzed by the
redundant deformation factor ( ) . The magnitude of shear strain, generated due to redundant work, must
be computed quantitatively and accurately. This is because of an increase in the total accumulated strain in
the workpiece, which of course makes an increase in material work hardening and consequently causes an
increase in required stress for extrusion of the metal through the die. Thus, it will have a dramatic effect
on the optimal die profile.
To assess the value of this factor in each slab, an analytical method presented by Kazeminezhad [21]
which was derived by upper bound theory is used. This proposed equation can be denoted as:


 1

sin 2 ( )

 cot 

R
3 f ( ) ln( 0 )
Rf

(11)

Where R0 and R f are the billet and extruded radiuses respectively and f ( ) is a function of semi-die angle
and is defined as:
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It should be noted that the redundant deformation factor can also be measured by experimental
methods. Superimposition of the true tensile stress-strain curves before and after deformation [22] and
methods based on hardness measurements [23] are among the most important methods in this regard.
However, using such methods for determining  will be comparatively sophisticated, costly and timeconsuming. On the other hand, the analytical method utilized in the present investigation allows the value
of  to be computed readily by using geometric characteristics of each slab.
d) Iterative algorithm for minimization of extrusion pressure
The algorithm reported by Noorani-Azad et al. [15] is utilized in this paper but it is improved to
obtain a better mathematical representation for the die profile. This algorithm was implemented using
MATLAB programming environment. The mentioned algorithm using an iterative procedure, generally by
contemplating the bilateral effects of redundant work and friction in extrusion pressure and balancing
between them, calculates the optimum angle and length of each slab. In other words, extrusion pressure in
each slab is computed and compared for all semi-die angles from 0° to 90°. Then, based on this
comparison, an optimum angle which results in minimum extrusion pressure is used as an optimum slab
angle. Therefore, the coordinates of primary and ending points of each slab are determined after running
the algorithm. The output of the iterative algorithm is a set of points which indicate the beginning and end
of each slab on a 2-dimentional r-x plane. By fitting the points in a polynomial, the curved die profile is
obtained. In the case of commercially pure aluminum as work metal, assuming a friction coefficient of
0.03 between tools and workpiece and area reduction of 75% the die profile equation is derived as:

r  1.496  10 7 x 6  9.791  10 6 x 5  2.067  10 4 x 4  0.001868 x 3
 0.01944 x 2  0.02391 x  7.997

(13)

It should be mentioned that the use of higher order polynomials for curve-fitting have an insignificant
effect on the accuracy of fitted curve. The optimum die profile is depicted in Fig.3. It is seen that the
resulted optimal die profile has continuous first derivatives at the die inlet and exit, causing the profile to
be smoothly merged with the container at the inlet and with the die land at the exit. This feature aims to
avoid any abrupt changes in velocity and cross section of flowing material while passing through
deformation zone.

Fig. 3. Optimized die shape predicted by the algorithm
IJST, Transactions of Mechanical Engineering, Volume 37, Number M2
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3. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

Commercially pure aluminum (AA1050) was used as a test material. Billets of 16 mm in diameter and 30
mm in length were machined out from an AA1050 thick sheet. The billets were annealed at 450 C for 2 h
and then furnace cooled to room temperature. Teflon tape (PTFE) was used for lubrication. An appropriate
die for 1050 Al with the die profile presented by Eq. 13 and also an optimum conical die was fabricated.
The utilizing conical die has an optimum cone angle which is deduced using the following equation [24]:

 opt 

R
3
m ln 0
2
Rf

(14)

For area reduction of 75% and friction factor of 0.1, the optimum angle would be 18 degrees.
Extrusion process through both optimum conical and curved die was carried out using a 200 kN
screw press with ram speed of 0.2 mm/s at room temperature. The process was terminated at the steady
state extrusion condition where the extrusion load and speed were maintained at constant levels. After the
experiment, the partially extruded billets were removed from the extrusion apparatus to show the die
profile as illustrated in Fig. 4.

Fig. 4. Partially extruded products in different die profiles: (a) curved die, (b) conical die

Vickers microhardness tests were used for evaluation of mechanical property changes and its
homogeneity. Samples were cut from each extruded product and measurements were done along the
product diameters in two optionally perpendicular directions with an incremental step of approximately
0.5 mm. The hardness tests were performed by applying 100 gf load with rate of 5 gs 1 and 15 s dwell
time. Regarding the work hardening saturation in highly-deformed material, the hardness gradient cannot
represent strain gradient. Hence, before performing the microhardness tests, specimens were partially
annealed at 200 C for 20 minutes. This was done in order to supply the required energy for restoration
phenomena and therefore transformation of cell structure walls into grain boundaries which results in
much finer grain size. It is worth noting that the rate of increase in grain boundary density due to partial
restoration is predominant over the dislocation annihilation at low temperature annealing, resulting in an
increase in hardness.
4. FINITE ELEMENT ANALYSIS
To make a comparison with the developed curved die and to evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed
approach, an optimal conical die was considered. Accordingly, the general purpose finite element code,
ABAQUS/Explicit, was used to simulate and investigate characteristics of deformation in extrusion
October2013
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process in both curved and conical dies. The curved die geometric model was built using CAD software
and it was then imported to the FEM software. Due to the symmetrical characteristics of problem, two
dimensional axisymmetric models were used for FE analyses. Geometric dimensions and mechanical
properties of specimens in the simulation were the same as those of the experiment, making it possible to
compare the simulation results with those obtained experimentally. A Young’s modulus of 70 GPa and a
Poisson’s ratio of 0.33 were used for the material. The flow curve of material also was specified in section
2 as real material work hardening. In each case, the workpiece is discretized by means of 4-node bilinear
axisymmetric quadrilateral, reduced integration with hourglass control elements (CAX4R). Reduced
integration feature decreases the amount of CPU-time necessary for analysis of the model, and it typically
provides more accurate results. The container, the die and the punch were considered as rigid bodies and
hence did not require meshing. The die model is fully constrained by applying displacement boundary
condition on its nodes, while the punch model is loaded by specifying displacement in the axial direction.
The symmetrical boundary condition also imposed to the nodes of symmetry axis in order to arrest the
displacement in the radial direction. The friction factor (m) at the die-sample interface was determined
using barrel compression test [25]. Considering the lubrication condition, the value of 0.1 was obtained
from this test. In order to apply this value in simulation, it was converted to friction coefficient   0.03 by
using the following equation [26]:



m
2 3

(15)

By varying the number of elements, it was found that the 600 elements for initial deformable billet
would be sufficient to obtain a reliable strain distribution and nearly mesh-independent solution. This is
because the strain developed in the workpiece depends predominantly on mesh size [27]. The geometry of
both curved and optimal conical die profiles are shown in Fig. 5(a) and (b) respectively, along with initial
FE mesh used in the simulation (Fig. 5(c)).

Fig. 5. (a) Configuration of curved die profile. (b) Configuration of conical die profile.
(c) Initial mesh of the billet for FEA study

5. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
a) Effect of work hardening characteristics and friction on the optimum die profile
Extrusion ratio (R), friction coefficient (  ) and material work hardening characteristics (h and  0 ) are the
input data to the algorithm and changing each of them could change the predicted optimum die profile.
Here, the effects of work hardening and friction coefficient on the optimum die shape are investigated. In
Fig. 6 the effect of material work hardening characteristics on the optimum die profile have been
demonstrated by running the program for three different materials under the same extrusion ratio and
friction coefficient. AA1050, stainless steel and electrolytic copper are the three investigated materials and
IJST, Transactions of Mechanical Engineering, Volume 37, Number M2
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work hardening characteristics of these materials are given in Table 1. Determination of h and  0 for
stainless steel was done based on the constitutive equation published in [28].
Table 1. Work hardening characteristics of the three considered materials

a

Work hardening
characteristics

AA1050

Stainless steel a

Electrolytic copper b

 0 (MPa)

67.3

297.4

338.0

h(MPa)

62.9

349.8

132.9

AISI 321H.
Ref. [16].

b

By increasing work-hardenability of material, i.e. increasing “h” in the linear work hardening model,
the length of die will increase as shown in Fig. 6. This finding is consistent with the results of Byon and
Hwang [5] who investigated the effects of taking into account the material strain hardening on die profile
via FEM. The reason for this phenomenon is that increasing the work-hardenability of a material is
equivalent to increasing the sensitivity of its flow stress with respect to the imposed strain. Hence, in such
conditions, the workpiece would be more susceptible to increase in its flow stress by developing a small
strain. Thus, redundancy becomes the dominant factor in comparison to frictional effect in increasing
extrusion pressure, causing the optimum cone angle of each slab to be reduced to minimize the
redundancy effect. This leads to an increase in the die length.

Fig. 6. Effect of material work hardening characteristics on the optimum die profile (  = 0.03)

Increasing friction coefficient in the die-workpiece interface, however, causes a decrease in
optimal die length as illustrated in Fig. 7. The reason why this happens is that friction effect
becomes a prevailing factor compared to the redundant effect. This occurs by increasing the
optimum semi-die angle of each slab.

Fig. 7. Effect of friction on the optimum die profile (AA1050)

b) Load requirement
Fig. 8 illustrates the load-displacement curves for extrusion process through proposed curved die and
optimum conical die which are obtained both experimentally and numerically. It can be seen that a lower
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load is required for extrusion process using the designed curved die in comparison with optimum conical
die. At first glance, the reduction in maximum load may appear as inconsiderable. However, when one
extrudes higher strength alloys like high alloy steels this reduction becomes significant. This is due to the
fact that the redundant work occurs in the process is linearly dependent to shear strength of workpiece.
Also, it is observed that there is an acceptable agreement between experimental and simulated load curves;
the error between the two methods in the peak point for conical and curved die is 1.70% and 1.36%
respectively. Thus, it confirms the validity of the results obtained by simulation.
The load-displacement curves obtained from the FEM analysis were first smoothened using
Butterworth filter, implemented in ABAQUS software, in order to reduce the undesirable high frequency
fluctuations in the data. These fluctuations are due to repeated contacting and separating of nodes of the
billet with the die surface. In other words, as the billet exits the die, its contact nodes are released. This
causes a drop in the required extrusion force. As the material continues to enter the die, another contact
node reaches the exit point of the die resulting in increase of the extrusion force. This condition can be
attributed to the FE nature in which the nodes that are released as the billet exits the die are a finite
distance apart, consequently resulting in the above-mentioned fluctuations in extrusion pressure. The
problem of oscillation in the load-displacement curve can be alleviated alternatively by making the contact
elements so small.

Fig. 8. Load-displacement curves obtained by the experiment and simulation for extrusion
process through conical die and curved die (  = 0.03, R= 2:1)

Figure 8 also shows that at the early stage of deformation, the material has not yet filled up the cavity
of the die completely and unsteady state deformation occurs. As a result, the required load initially
increases until it attains a peak value, then it drops and reaches a steady value as the deformation
progresses. The gradual decrease in the load–displacement curves is owing to decreasing the frictional
surface area in the container as the punch advances.
c) Strain homogeneity
One of the major advantages of the proposed curved die compared to conical die is the uniformity of
strain distribution in the cross section of the extrusion product.
The redundant strain experienced by the material in a non-optimal extrusion die makes the
microstructure of the extruded product demonstrate some steep changes in the cross section. The
microstructure heterogeneity leads to the non-uniform mechanical properties in the extruded material [29],
and also may adversely affect the corrosion behavior of the material [30]. To deliberate this strain
IJST, Transactions of Mechanical Engineering, Volume 37, Number M2
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inhomogeneity, distribution of plastic strain in product is considered. Fig. 9 illustrates this strain
distribution in the cross section of the processed specimens which extruded through both optimum conical
and curved die. As can be seen in this figure, strain distribution in the sample extruded by curved die is
more uniform. Consequently, it is expected that an acceptable homogeneity in the mechanical properties
of this product will be developed. Also, it is quantitatively obvious that the strain values are lower in the
final product extruded through curved die. This can be explained by considering the more redundant strain
experienced by the material during extrusion through conical die. It should be noticed that the horizontal
axis of Fig. 9 is normalized by workpiece diameter.

Fig. 9. Comparison of plastic strain distribution at the cross section of the product

Deformation homogeneity was also evaluated experimentally via Vickers microhardness test. Fig. 10
represents microhardness profile on the cross section of the processed samples which were annealed
subsequently. As it can be seen, a very good homogeneity of microhardness is presented across the
samples processed by curved die despite what is seen in the sample processed by conical die. This
distribution of hardness provides good compatibility with strain distribution shown in Fig. 9.
It is worthwhile to note that extrusion through non-optimal conical dies and lower reduction
percentages will amplify deformation inhomogeneity in processed product.

Fig. 10. Hardness evolutions across the products diameter
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d) Grid distortion pattern
A powerful tool for studying the flow pattern is plotting the grid distortion of the workpiece after
deformation. Understanding and predicting metal flow during extrusion is crucial as metal flow dictates
the velocity and strain gradients experience, largely influencing final microstructure and properties of the
final product. Therefore, to observe the material flow during the process, grid deformation patterns in
longitudinal section of workpiece were studied using FE simulation. Fig. 11 compares the flow patterns of
the two kinds of dies studied in the present work. The arrows on the figure are an indicator of flections
measure of grid lines and give a sense of distortion magnitude. Comparing these patterns, one observes
that the conical die causes greater grid distortions compared to curved die. This explains why the material
needs a lower load to be extruding through optimum curved die.

Fig. 11. Grid distortion patterns for two kind of dies: (a) curved die (b) conical die (  = 0.03)

e) Wear behavior
The service life of die is an important factor in the productivity and cost effectiveness of the extrusion
process however it is always limited by wear. Cold extrusion dies may require frequent replacement due to
the high level of wear that leads to poor surface quality, loss of dimensional accuracy and die failure.
The theories of wear can be classified according to the contacting conditions. Amongst the wear
theories, the abrasive wear theory is generally applied to the wear mechanism in cold forming processes.
In extrusion process also, abrasive wear mechanism is the dominant wear mechanism [31]. Archard [32]
introduced a model for the wear phenomenon, proposing that the wear phenomenon is the collapse of
micro-asperities on the two contacting bodies. The amount of wear according to this model is linearly
proportional to normal stress. Accordingly, minimization of the normal stress at tool-workpiece interface
will minimize the level of wear in die and improve its life [33].
To compare the wear behavior in both curved die and conical die, normal stress distribution along
die-workpiece interface is investigated using FE results. For the same extrusion conditions of Fig. 11, Fig.
12 demonstrates a comparison between the optimum conical and optimum curved die profiles regarding
the normal stress acting on the die along the tool–workpiece interface. It should be realized that the
horizontal axis of Fig. 12 is normalized by contact length of workpiece and die in the deformation zone.
As seen in this figure, stress developed at the interface is quite lower and more uniformly distributed in the
case of optimal curved die. Thus, based on Archard’s model it is expected that the die life of optimal
curved die profile be longer than that of the optimal conical die.
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Fig. 12. Comparison of normal stress along die-interface for conical and curved dies

6. CONCLUSION
In the present study, extrusion die profile is optimized based on an improved slab analysis. To evaluate the
algorithm efficiency, the extrusion process through both optimum conical and curved die was performed
experimentally and analyzed by finite element method. The following conclusions can be drawn from this
investigation:
1. The proposed approach can be a simple and yet efficient tool for an optimum design of die profile.
2. Material work hardening characteristic and friction condition have significant effect on the optimal
die shape.
3. The designed die can be used to produce desirable conditions in both process and product quality
in terms of extrusion force, deformation homogeneity and die wear.
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